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ABSTRACT: Inthispaper,mainlyresearchonLNG(CNG)enginewithoutside-cylinderpremixedcombustionmode, 

the combustion mode can determine the gas engine emissions and power performance. There are three kinds of 

engine combustion -Lean combustion, Equivalent combustion and Mixed combustion mode by using equivalent 

combustion/lean burn combined. The innovation point lies in this paper is that this experiment adopts mixed 

combustion mode by burning strategy control, can be achieved in guarantee engine fuel economy, power 

performance , meet the requirements of Euro V combustion emissionsregulations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, along with the increasingly serious urban air pollution, more and more people pay 

attention to the the problem of environmental pollution, more and more persons are aware of the importance of 

environmental protection; Many cities such as Beijing and Shanghai have started fully uphold the Euro V 

combustion emissions regulations.Natural gas is a clean alternative fuel, compared with the traditional fuel, gas 

does not produce carbon smoke during burning, have relatively low NOX, CO and HC emissions, popularized in 

domestic, especially the field of city bus. Natural gas engines widely used Equivalent combustion and oxidation 

catalytic converter satisfies the requirement of Euro IV combustion emissions regulations. But face Euro V 

combustion emissions regulations, Equivalent combustion technology is difficult to juggle emission and power 

performance.This paper mainly has a study of Mixed combustion mode by using equivalent combustion/lean 

burn combined. This technique can be achieved in guarantee engine fuel economy, power performance , meet 

the requirements of Euro V combustion emissions regulations. 

 

II. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE BENCHTEST 

The construction of the natural gas engine bench test as shown in the figure below. 

Fig1 Natural gas engine structure 
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Fig 2 Bench experiment device 

 

III. DIFFERENT COMBUSTION MODES ANALYSIS 
Equivalent combustion is to make the excess air coefficient increased from λ= 1 to λ which is far more than 

1.1. By the theory of cycle thermal efficiency, heat efficiency eta will be increased with the increase of adiabatic 

index K increased. The combustion products of natural gas is mainly composed of CO2, H2O, etc. So, when the 

mixture is thicker, The proportion of the amount of Polyatomic molecule is bigger and the adiabatic index K is 

small. When the mixture is lean, the adiabatic index K increases.Theoretically, mixture is thinner, K bigger, the 

greater the thermalefficiency. 

 

Fig 3 Combustion on different Air-fuel ratios effect on CO/HC/NOx emissions 
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Fig 4 Combustion on different Air-fuel ratios effect on exhausttemperature 

Fig 5 Combustion on different Air-fuel ratios effect on torque fluctuation 

 

λ distribution area of equivalent combustion and lean combustion: λ distribution area of equivalent combustion  

is Λ=1.3~1.6. 
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IV. COMPARISONS OF EQUIVALENT COMBUSTION AND MIXED 

COMBUSTIONEMISSIONS 

For LNG（CNG）engine , the air-fuel ratio determines the gas engine emissions and power 

performance. Mixed combustion mode by using equivalent combustion/lean burn combined, in the low 

loadregion,theequivalentcombustionandthreewaycatalyticconvertertoreducetheconcentrationof 

various pollutants in the exhaust, reduce the fluctuation cycle, improve vehicle driving; in high load 

area, through the lean combustion to reduce NOX original emissions, while reducing the heat load, improve the 

economic，theenginebodywithoutsignificantimprovementcanmeetthestatefiveemissionandrequest 

driven nature. 

λ=1 and λ >1，corresponding to equivalent combustion, lean combustion. Reasonably adjust the 

rareness combustion area, both engine heat load, emissions and acceleration. The transition region of equivalent 

combustion, lean combustion air-fuel ratio change quickly. To be able to in the process of 

equivalent combustion and lean combustion switch quickly and skip to control NOX and set the air-fuel ratio of 

the area, skip the area of λ= 1.05 ~ 1.3. 

Fig 6 Equivalent combustion and mixed combustionemissions 

 

V. THE CONTROL OF AIR-FUELRATIO 
Gas engine output torque depends on the air flow, air-fuel ratio, ignition advance Angle. Equivalent 

switching and rarefied combustion process, through the air-fuel ratio step change to reduce NOX emissions. In 

order to realize smooth transition, the mutations in the inevitable requirement of air-fuel ratio of air flow rate 

and ignition advance Angle of mutations From figure describes the engine idle speed refueling door in the 

process of acceleration.Down the accelerator pedal is stepped on a degree is no longer changes.Small at first, the 

load and rotational speed, the engine work in the equivalent of burning zone, throttle and intake manifold 

pressure is small, the engine gradually speed up, when the engine over a certain speed and load mixture from 

thick to thin, quickly into equivalent combustion zone.Must keep the accelerator pedal position unchanged. In 

traditional engine which means that the volume remains the same, so when the switch to the λ > 1, fuel injection 

quantity must be steep, torque significantly decreased. Solution to this problem is that when the switch to the 

λincrease the throttle opening.ECU under a thin air-fuel ratio accordingly increasing the flow of air and gas flow 

rate, torque and to keep the level of before the switch to the mixture.In rarefied combustion and burning 

equivalent two different regions, respectively to  the throttle opening, air-fuel ratio, ignition advance Angle, 

charging efficiency, such as pulse spectra calibration, ensure the air-fuel ratio λ when switching torqueimpact. 
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Table1 Equivalent combustion and mixed combustionemissions 

Technical 

route 

Equivalent combustion+Mixed 

combustion 

Equivalent Combustion 

Emissions General Bad 

Meet the Euro V and EEV 

emissions 

Meet the Euro III emissions 

Economy General Bad 

 General Low 

Heat load Slightly higher than that of 

diesel engine 

exhaust temperature 

Exhaust temperature slightly higher than the 

diesel engine 

Cost Low Low 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Beijing and Shanghai and other cities have begun to implement the Euro V high standards of emission 

regulations.As engine fuel, nature gas, compared with the conventional fuels, do not produce carbon smoke, 

have relatively low NOx, CO and HC emissions of pollutants, such as extremely clean, thus obtained the 

popularization and promotion, especially in the field of buses in the city, has certain market scales and the 

prospect of continued development. At present, most of the natural gas engine with equivalent combustion 

technology and oxidation catalytic converter, satisfy the requirement of Euro IV emissions. However, advancing 

with The Times, in the face of increasingly severe Euro V emission regulations, the equivalent combustion 

technology can’t meet the emission and power performance. Engine bench test in this paper, elaborated the 

mixed combustion mode by using equivalent combustion/lean burn combined technology, this technology can 

be under the condition of the engine body does not make significant improvements, both meets the Euro V 

combustion emission standard and guarantees good performance and fueleconomy. 
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